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TENNESSEE
ELK HUNT
Don’t miss this chance at a 2014
Tennessee Conservation Elk Tag!

Season Dates
Oct. 20 - 24

AUCTION STARTS JULY 17th
and ENDS JULY 27th

Be one of five lucky people to hunt the magnificent bulls of Tennessee.
CLICK HERE to bid on the only Tennessee elk tag to be sold on eBay!
(Link will not be active until July 17, at 7:45 PM Pacific time)
For more information visit twrf.net or contact us at 615-831-9311 ext. 118
Presented by The Tennessee Wildlife Resources Foundation

Photo Credit:Tom Wood / TWRA

BID FOR IT ON
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 first	
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THE TENNESSEE WILDLIFE RESOURCES
Agency is commemorating its 65th anniversary in 2014
and as part of the observance has been the
establishment of a display trailer filled with
memorabilia. The contents of the trailer include
photos, historical items, and descriptions of various
TWRA programs throughout the years. Also inside are
two televisions that play agency-related programs and
past and current public service announcements.

The trailer is 24 feet in length. It has appeared at three
TWRA anniversary celebrations and other agency
events since its completion this spring. It is also
scheduled to make appearances all across the state at
wildlife-related events and county fairs.

TWRA Officers memorabilia on display.
The trailer will be on
display at these locations.
Local Tourism Event
Reelfoot, TN. July 9-11
National Wildlife Refuge
Linden, TN. July 19
Putnam County Fair
Cookeville, TN.
July 31- Aug. 9
NWTF Jakes Day
Putnam Co. Aug. 16
Appalachian Fair
Gray, TN. Aug. 18-22

The 49er’s - TWRA’s first Officers founded in 1949.

NWTF Jakes Day
Cumberland Co. Aug. 23
Dates subject to change.
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The	
 Muskies	
 
are	
 Here
If	
 you've	
 never	
 hooked	
 a	
 
Muskie,	
 you	
 can't	
 appreciate	
 
their	
 tenacity.	
 You	
 will	
 never	
 
feel	
 the	
 same	
 again.

M

MUSKIES, OR MUSKELLUNGE, ARE NATIVE
to Tennessee waters. They were fairly numerous prior
to the 1920’s, but slowly started to decline after that
time due mostly to overfishing, pollution from mining,
and the Great Flood of 1929.
Muskies were principally found in the headwater
streams of the Tennessee and Cumberland River
systems. However by the 1950’s they were only found
in 11 streams in the entire state of Tennessee. As the
first species of fish in Tennessee to receive restrictive
regulations (in 1949), the state went from having a
closed season, to with a daily creel limit of 10, to only
allowing the harvest from 7 counties.
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In addition to the regulations, one of the first
management strategies was to stock muskies. In the
1960’s, they were moved from streams to lakes such as
Dale Hollow, Cherokee, Woods, Laurel Hill, Norris,
Patrick Henry, and Melton Hill. In 1975, the native
Cumberland Plateau muskie was declared endangered
and stocking shifted from reservoirs to the streams of
the plateau. At this time, a captive brood stock of the
native subspecies was developed from 25 fish from
Minor Clark Fish Hatchery in Kentucky. The rest of
the 70’s and 80’s muskie management was focused on
the replenishment of the native plateau muskie.
Currently in Tennessee, in addition to several plateau
streams, muskies are present in Dale Hollow Lake,
Melton Hill Lake, and the upper Caney Fork River
system (Caney Fork, Collins, Calfkiller, Rocky, Great
Falls Reservoir). The two best places to fish for them
are in Melton Hill Lake and the Caney Fork River
system (above Center Hill Lake). They are generally
considered to be sought after for their ability to fight
after catching more so than how they taste. There is a
50 inch length limit with a daily creel limit of 1 Muskie
in Melton Hill Lake, Dale Hollow Lake, Center Hill
Lake, Great Falls Lake, and the entire upper Caney
Fork River system. This regulation is set this high to
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protect the females so that they can spawn before they
are potentially harvested. There is a 36 inch length
limit with a daily creel limit of 1 everywhere else.
Based on a research project by Tennessee Tech
University in 2013, it was found that muskies are
reproducing in the Upper Caney Fork system and
the ones that are stocked into that system do not
survive well.

FISHING TECHNIQUES
Traditional muskie tackle includes a heavy 7 to 8 foot bait
casting rod equipped with a substantial level-wind reel.
Many anglers use 50 to 100 pound test braided line with a
12 to 18 inch, 100 to 150 pound wire leader. Most anglers
cast large plugs, buck-tail spinners, or spoons. Some
anglers prefer to cast or drift live bait and usually have the
best luck fishing during the daytime. Melton Hill muskies
hit large baits cast into blow-down trees throughout the
middle to upper section of the reservoir. Many congregate
near or downstream of Bull Run Steam Plant's warmwater discharge during the winter and early spring.
Muskies may also be found near rock drop-offs or sand
bars. Most often they are caught close to shorelines having
overhanging and submerged trees. They prefer baits that
have considerable action and make a lot of noise. When a
muskie hits, set the hook immediately.
Please avoid using live bait for muskie! If you must, then
consider learning how to properly use one of the many
types of "Quick Strike Rigs" since they are less likely to
gut-hook the fish.

RELEASE TECHNIQUES

TWRA biologists in the upper Caney Fork River system.

A probable state record muskie that was caught and released
from Melton Hill Lake.

Preservation is the key to a successful fishery. Please be
prepared to handle and release these fish. They are
very fragile creatures and should be handled with care.
To practice catch and release, do not land the fish.
Instead, reel it in next to the boat and keep it in the water
using a very large and sturdy net. Muskies are resilient and
survive well if handled carefully. Anyone who releases a
muskie should give top priority to the fish's well-being.
The following techniques have been recommended to help
ensure the survival of the muskies that are released:
Do not play the fish to complete exhaustion. Use heavy
line and wire (avoid heavy fluorocarbon or mono) leaders
so the fish can be netted as quickly as possible and to
minimize the risk of leaving a lure in an escaped fish's
mouth.
Keep the fish in a large net submersed in the water while
removing the hooks. The fish will remain calmer if it is not
brought into the boat or on land. It will also be able to
continue to breath.
If hook removal might injure the fish, cut the hook(s)
with small bolt cutters. The imbedded portion can then be
more easily removed with long-nosed pliers. You may also
need a jaw-spreader at times to facilitate hook removal.
Determine the length of the fish with a tape measure. If
you wish to weigh the fish, do so by attaching a scale to
the net (not the fish) and later subtract the weight of the
net.
If you want to take a picture, do so quickly and do not
hold the fish vertically by the gill covers. Always support its
weight horizontally to avoid possible injury to the spine
and gills.
When the fish is ready for release, hold it upright and
horizontal in the water until it regains strength. Do not
hold on to it for very long as it will likely recover just as
well on its own. Often a good, hard push will encourage
the fish to recover more quickly.
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TOYS

I

Tennessee	
 Outdoors	
 
Youth	
 Summit	
 2014
IF YOU HAD TO MAKE A LIST OF SKILLS
essential to outdoor lovers, what would be on it? Most
likely you'd put down camping and hunting, which of
course includes things like marksmanship, turkey
calling, antler scoring, archery, wilderness survival,
rock climbing, fishing, boat driving, plant identification,
water quality and photography. Now that's quite a list!
But those are only a few of the activities taught at the
Tennessee Outdoors Youth Summit, also known as
TOYS. This week-long summer camp, hosted by the
Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency in cooperation
with the Tennessee Wildlife Resources Foundation,
is a way to teach the next generation about the exciting
world of outdoor recreation.

Hands-on classes included ATV fundamentals and safety.

Giles County TWRA Officer David Crane and Chester teach a class on the duties and techniques of a K-9 officer.
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Predator calling and trapping class taught by TWRA Officer
Daniel Stanfill.

This annual event is coordinated by TWRA officer
Jereme Odom, with classes taught by TWRA experts,
college professors, professional shooting coaches and
celebrities like Preston Pittman and Craig Morgan.
Over 100 high school students from towns across the
state, gather for a week at Montgomery County
Shooting Complex near Clarksville. Teens learn indepth techniques for hunting, fishing and shooting
while also learning to be good stewards of our
environment. TOYS is changing lives. Even some early
students are now working for TWRA. One urban
student stated “I never knew all of the things you can
venture to outside of the city. You can have a lot of fun
outdoors. You get to learn about everything”.

Lunchtime at MCSC.

Helping these future leaders gain an understanding
and appreciation of our environment today means that
they will likely know enough and care enough to make
a difference tomorrow.
If you have a son or daughter who wants to know
more about the outdoors, make new friends, and create
a life-long memory, consider this event next summer.

Lewis County TWRA Officer Clint Newton answers your questions

Q:
A:

Can I fish a river on my own
property without a license?

No, you need to have a fishing
license to fish a river even if the
river runs through your property.

Q:
A:

Do I need a fishing license if I
am only using worms for bait?

Yes. Years ago you did not need a
license in your county of residence
if you only used worms, but that has
long since been changed to any bait.

Q:
A:

Is a floating seat cushion
considered a life jacket?

No, you need a life jacket. A life
jacket is required for everyone
in the boat even if canoeing - and
please...wear it!

Got a question for our Officers? Send it to rlogsdon@twrf.net. If we use yours in our Newsletter, we’ll send you a TWRF gift pack.
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GOOD FISHIN’
GOOD EATIN’
The real highlight of this
recipe isn’t just the breading,
it’s the delicious lemon sauce.

Parmesan Fish

Source: blogchef.net

INGREDIENTS

PREPARATION

5 medium fish fillets
⅓ cup parmesan cheese
1 cup dry bread crumbs
½ teaspoon cayenne pepper
2 eggs (beaten)
½ cup white flour
1 pinch salt
1 pinch pepper
Oil (for frying)
Lemon Sauce6 tablespoons mayonnaise
2 teaspoons lemon juice
½ teaspoon grated lemon zest
½ teaspoon basil

Step 1: For the sauce – In a small bowl combine mayo,
lemon juice, lemon zest and basil. Mix well cover and
chill.

GAME PLAN
There are so many good ways to cook fish, pan fried,
baked, deep fried, or grilled. There are also many
ingredients to enhance the flavor, and there are even
some really good box mixes out there, but this is
better. The fish is first rolled in a bread crumb/parmesan
cheese mixture, and deep fried, but you can easily sauté
it in a frying pan if you don’t have a deep fryer.
When you sauté fish you will be placing seasoned fish
into a small amount of hot oil in a small pan. Fillets less
than ¾ of an inch are best for this method.The thicker
pieces tend to burn before the fish is done. You must
pay close attention to the heat. The oil should be hot
before you add the fish. A drop of water will sizzle
when you add it to the oil if the temperature is right.
This allows the outside to get crisp. Do not have the
heat hot enough to make the oil smoke.
This is a simple yet great tasting sauce consisting of
lemon juice, lemon zest, mayo and basil. This recipe will
work with many different types of Tennessee fish
including tilapia, catfish, bluegill, crappie, bass and more.
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Step 2: On a pie plate, combine bread crumbs,
parmesan cheese and cayenne pepper. Mix well. On a
separate plate combine flour, 1 pinch salt and pepper.
Mix well. Beat eggs in a shallow dish.
Step 3: One at a time coat each fillet by rolling in flour,
then dipping in egg mixture and rolling in the bread
crumb mixture. Make sure fillets are fully coated evenly.

Step 4: Deep fry 2 pieces at a time at 350 degrees in a
deep fryer. Deep fry for 2-3 minutes or until fillets are
golden brown. Drain on paper towels.
For sautéing, you can add a little butter for more flavor.
The fillets should have enough room so they are not
touching. Sauté 3-4 minutes on each side.
Serve with lemon sauce.
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OneShot

,
The	
 2014	
 Tennessee	
 Governor	
 s
One	
 Shot	
 Turkey	
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EVERY SPRING FOR THE LAST THIRTEEN
years, One Shot has drawn turkey hunters, outdoor
enthusiasts and celebrities to middle Tennessee to
participate in the famous hunt. It’s always a great
opportunity for sportsmen and women to come
together, renew old friendships and form new ones.
The event was held March 28 and 29 at the Williamson
County Ag. Expo Center, in Franklin and kicked off
with a concert headlined by The Kentucky
Headhunters. Country singer Daryle Singletary,
comedian Killer Beaz and surprise guest Ben Briley
also preformed for a great night of entertainment.
Over 100 hunters tried their luck at harvesting a
gobbler on opening day with each being provided an
experienced guide and private land access. Each hunter
and guide also received a premium gift bag with over
$300 in merchandise and exclusive One Shot items.

Bass Pro Shop’s Greg Cole and 5-Time World Champion caller
Preston Pittman doubled up.

After Saturday’s hunt, the activities continued for the
participants and their guests with a banquet dinner,
awards presentation, silent auction, live auction and
raffles. The live auction featured exceptional hunting
packages, firearms and unique items. Proceeds from
the event goes to advance the mission of TWRF and
help support programs for TWRA. Plans for next year’s
One Shot are already underway and will be held April
10 and 11, 2015 with a two day hunt. Join us then for
the best way to bring in the season!

The Kentucky Headhunters brought the roof down with their
Southern style rock.

Janis Holton

Killer Beaz lived up to his name, killing his audience and killing a
gobbler the next morning.

Janis Holton

Winning shotguns for Top Gun Team were Boyce Magley and
Charles Crews with TWRF Executive Director Julie Schuster.
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BOW-X
Becoming	
 an	
 Outdoors	
 Woman	
 
Extreme	
 Style

U

by Stephanne Dennis

UNTIL RECENTLY, IF I SAID “BOW” IT WAS A
100-percent guarantee that I was referring to a tension
release-propelled projectile weapon. However, there’s a
program called “BOW”, which stands for “Becoming
an Outdoors Woman”, that many state wildlife agencies
support and provide sanctioned events for. Normal
BOW programs surround education on things like
learning ATV basics, muzzleloader and other firearm
basics, basic archery, reading the woods, nature
photography and so on. These classes help to educate
women who want to learn more about the nature
around us, it increases their knowledge base and
provides exposure that they may not otherwise have.
I’ve heard that one class was “how to back up a
trailer”… this is something I can do, but not do well; I
promise I’d rather a state agency representative teach
me than try to hone my skill with instruction from
anyone in my immediate resource base (somehow it’s
less stressful when it’s someone I don’t know). So, for
someone like me, BOW didn’t really sound like it was
something I would be interested in. But, before I
digress, let’s move on!
I received an email from my friend Julie about
something called BOWX… i.e. BOW Extreme style! I
asked her what it was about and she dropped me a
brochure and it was actually right up my alley, so I
committed myself to the engagement.
I will say that it was with no small amount of
trepidation that I drove the almost 3 hours to the Big
South Fork area where our weekend’s events would
occur. There was no sense of trepidation about the

A Charit Creek Lodge bunkhouse at Big South Fork.
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activities; I’m an experienced horseman, fisherman,
archer, and a die-hard backpacker – all events that we
were participating in. My sense of innate fear came
from the fact that, as a solo-recreationist, I was about to
spend the weekend with not one, not two, not three…
but thirty women I didn’t know. Well, 29, seeing that I
did know Julie. But, I set my fear of other things aside
and this was not going to be any different. So, let me
tell you about the epic BOWX weekend.
While the Big South Fork NRRA has stand-alone
appeal, the venue where we actually stayed was nothing
short of perfect for a BOWX event: a little bit of
roughing it with the edge taken off by adding
unexpected amenities. The weekend started with a mile
hike to the lodge – a hike made much easier by the fact
that the TWRA staff trailered our bags to the lodge. It
was my first leisure trip to the BSF, so I was “bobbleheaded-Stephanne” looking around at nature as we
took the easy hike down. When we got there we
selected our bunks, retrieved our bags, and before long
the dinner bell – an old-fashioned triangle bell – was
tolling. We all piled into the dinner hall and enjoyed a
home-cooked meal. Before long we were friends and,
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as the other ladies took a few hours for a meet-n-greet
and local history retelling around the campfire, the
staff and I were at the stables feeding and watering the
horses. I heard the story-telling was informative and
deeply entertaining. The night ended with singing by
the campfire as Don King, TWRA’s Chief of
Information and Education strummed along on his
guitar. Finally tired, I wandered to my bunk and
slept.
At 5 a.m. my alarm managed to go off, but luckily I
silenced it before anyone else was disturbed from
slumber. Granted, that only helped somewhat because,
soon after .I wandered to make myself some instant
coffee and enjoy my “quiet on the porch” time, the
loudest whippoorwill I’ve ever heard started calling –
nonstop for at least 30 minutes. It was enough to wake
everyone in my bunkhouse (one of three) up. After a
delicious home-cooked breakfast for all of us, we began
to split into groups; one for canoeing and horseback
riding (which would swap roles for the afternoon) and
one for Dutch-oven cooking and hiking. Knowing how
often I hike and wanting to do things I don’t have as
much opportunity to do, I was with the canoeing and
horseback riding group. Now, here’s where BOWX
and BOW (most likely) differ:
The canoeing wasn’t a quick or leisurely jaunt across
a river or up an easy stream; it was an hour-paddle
upstream against a headwind to a shoal where, if you
made it in decent time, you had a few moments to fish.
There were no guides or men in the canoes with us and
experience definitely played into the efficiency and
enjoyment of the trip. My canoeing partner – who I
knew right away would be much fun because she said
“I enjoy being stern” – and I made decent time and
were able to spend about 30 minutes fishing. After
everyone arrived and had a moment to rest, it was back
downstream (and, of course, that wind died down!) to
where our lunches were waiting. We hastily ravaged our
lunches and then ferried (via canoe) across the river to
where our horses lay in wait.

The horseback ride we participated in is not some
touristy version of the “hour long, single file follow the
leader” that most people are used to. Again, experience
in riding horses really provided a benefit and added
to the enjoyment. I was thrilled that I had the
opportunity to ride one of the “experienced riders
only” horses and I had a blast! For hours we rode, across
creeks and up ridges, through mud and dusty-hard
pack. After the long ride, knees screaming and tush
complaining, some of us even had an opportunity to
extend our ride by helping get the horses up another
ridge to a trailer. It was nothing short of the most fun
I’ve had in a long time!

Opportunities to enjoy these types of events don’t
come along as often as I’d like and I really surprised
myself by loving the weekend. I have never seen a
group of people so dedicated to helping women learn –
gently – how to adapt to nature. Sometimes it’s hard
for a person like me to remember that – even if it was
eons ago – there were times when I was a first-time
canoeist or a first-time horseman. When I was growing
up there weren’t a lot of events like this – sometimes
you could get exposure through the Girl Scouts or
summer camps – but the opportunity to learn more
and get out there as an adult wasn’t ever present. The
BOW and BOWX provide opportunities for women to
enjoy events and the outdoors in a safe, comfortable
environment that is conducive to learning and honing
skills under the leadership of a group of very helpful,
very polite, and exceedingly patient men.
So, that being said, if you know a woman who you
think would like these events, share the news. Tell her
about it. If she doesn’t want to go alone, recommend
she take a friend. In the end, the important part is that
we share our love for nature and the outdoors and
promote that ever-strong sense of independence, selfsufficiency, and eco-responsibility with people we know!
You can read more from Stephanne on her blog site Go Wild
(in Tennessee) with Stephanne at: wildtn.blogspot.com.
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IMPORTANT
DATES

PARTING SHOT

Archery Deer Season begins Sept. 27.
Muzzleloader Season is Nov. 8 - 21.
Gun Season is Nov. 22 - Jan. 4, 2015
Dove Season opens Sept. 1.
The 2015 Spring Turkey Season will start on
Saturday, April 4 of Easter weekend and continue
for 44 consecutive days.

Laying the Foundation
for Our Agency’s
Future

http://
www.twrf.ne
- Please Donate t/donate.cfm
Join us in supporting habitat conservation,
responsible land stewardship and the
preservation of Tennessee's hunting and
fishing heritage by becoming a TWRF member.
Your donation will help ensure quality outdoor
experiences for future generations.
For more information please visit: twrf.net.
TWRF is a 501c (3) nonprofit organization.
facebook.
c o m /
TWRFInc

Like us on Facebook:
facebook.com/TWRFInc

twitte
r. c o m /
TWRF2013

Follow us on Twitter:
twitter.com/TWRF2013

twitte
r. c o m /
TWRF2013

and on Instagram:
instagram.com/TWRFoundation

A youth takes aim at the Tennessee Outdoors Youth Summit.
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